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Harrington Discovery Institute finds a grants management
solution that evolves with its growing needs

Synopsis
The Harrington Discovery Institute (HDI) was using a manual grants process that consisted of vast amounts of 
paper and numerous emails. There was no consistency in their applications or in their process, and the constant 
creation of spreadsheet after spreadsheet left them open to data transfer errors. By moving to SmartSimple, HDI 
was able to automate not only their application process, but every other aspect of their granting cycle. They have 
found that having everything in SmartSimple has kept them organized, making it easier for grantees and reviewers 
to do their work. The HDI team can now also make changes to their system on their own.

Key Stats
Client Name: Harrington Discovery Institute

SmartSimple Client Since: 2014

Type of Giving: Research Grants

Dollars Granted: $3.5 million in 2016

Old System: Manual

Key Pain Points: No consistency in applications, 
too much manual data entry, information 
spread out over numerous spreadsheets, 
difficult to find data quickly.

New System Must-Haves: User-friendly for 
external users, efficient workflows, ability 
to evolve as the organization grows, able to 
make system changes on their own.

Once we learned what the system was capable of, we 
realized how much it could do for us; not just for online 
applications, but in managing post-award activities. 
Having a system so configurable and easy to modify is 
immensely helpful.

“
”Mel Sanders 

Financial Analyst

A SmartSimple Discover user

http://bit.ly/2nBjuhs
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About The Harrington Discovery Institute
The Harrington Discovery Institute at University Hospitals in Cleveland is part of The Harrington 
Project for Discovery & Development. This international initiative is dedicated to physician-
scientists, with programs designed to enable innovative physician researchers to improve the 
range of medications available to patients. Harrington Discovery Institute physician-scientists 
are linked into a unique network of experts and resources that provide a high level of technical 
and commercial support.

Swimming in a sea of paper and processes
Every part of the grant application process at HDI was done manually. “We went through a 
lot of printing and creating binders, and everything was sent and received through our email 
system,” says Mel Sanders, Financial Analyst at HDI. “Applicants were asked to complete grant 
requests using fillable PDFs, but there was no way to apply online. We really wanted to go 
as paperless as possible and use more electronic resources for things like reporting, because 
our current paper-based system just wasn’t getting the job done. We were manually filling 
out spreadsheets and pulling information from a variety of resources when we were creating 
reports, so it wasn’t unusual to have errors in our data.”

“We decided we needed a proper grants management system,” continues Mel. “We figured 
that, since it took the collective effort of three or four members of our team hours to process 
paper applications, an all-inclusive system would pay for itself.”

“As a young organization, a prime concern was being able to find a system that could grow 
with us. In reality, we were actually looking for a partner, not just a software vendor. We didn’t 
want someone to just sweep in, build a system and then go on their way. We wanted to know 
how to manage the system and learn enough about how it works so we could make changes 
on our own.”

The quest for a true grants management partner
One of HDI’s Program Analysts recommended checking out the Consumer’s Guide to Grants 
Management Systems produced by Idealware, and that’s how they found SmartSimple. 
“Coming from an entirely manual process, we had no idea how much a software system 
could do,” adds Mel. “SmartSimple’s demo was impressive. I was really struck by the amount 
of research done in advance, so the features showcased were ones that were of particular 
interest to us.”

HDI decided SmartSimple was the best system for them, not just based on the demo, but also 
on the abundantly positive feedback they heard from SmartSimple clients. “It sounded like a 
very intuitive system for those of us not very technically inclined, and it would be pretty easy 
to learn the basics. Plus, we were looking for an established company and the competitors 
didn’t seem to have the same breadth of experience as SmartSimple.”

“The team really took their time in creating our Statement of Work to make sure we truly 
understood the implementation process,” Mel continues. “We appreciated the time our 
Project Manager took to explain the workflows, and how ultimately our system would work 
for us.” Harrington Discovery 

Institute is hosted on 
Amazon Web Services

“As a young 
organization, a prime 
concern was being 
able to find a system 
that could grow 
with us. In reality, 
we were actually 
looking for a partner, 
not just a software 
vendor. We didn’t 
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just sweep in, build a 
system and then go 
on their way.”

“It sounded like a 
very intuitive system 
for those of us not 
very technically 
inclined, and it 
would be pretty 
easy to learn the 
basics. Plus, we 
were looking for an 
established company 
and the competitors 
didn’t seem to have 
the same breadth 
of experience as 
SmartSimple.”
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“SmartSimple is 
actually changing 
how we operate and 
is making a positive 
impact on our entire 
operation. Before we 
were restricted in 
how much we could 
do because of our 
manual processes. 
Now, the sky’s the 
limit!”

Mel and her colleagues found the SmartSimple staff to be highly responsive partners, always 
available to address concerns. The implementation team kept the project moving forward, 
ensuring all milestones were reached. HDI also discovered that SmartSimple could do so 
much more than they had anticipated. “Once we learned what the system was capable of, we 
realized how much it could do for us; not just for online applications, but in managing post-
award activities. Having a system so configurable and easy to modify is immensely helpful.”

New discoveries at every turn
“Everyone on the Support Team is wonderful. They never make us feel like we’re being rushed 
off the phone and ensure our questions are answered fully. We’re not IT people, but they’ve 
made using the system so easy for us!”

“SmartSimple is a powerful solution. It offers so many more opportunities to automate our 
activities than we had initially thought,” concludes Mel. “SmartSimple is actually changing how 
we operate and is making a positive impact on our entire operation. Before we were restricted 
in how much we could do because of our manual processes. Now, the sky’s the limit!”

http://bit.ly/2nBjuhs
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About SmartSimple
SmartSimple is a global leader in cloud-based automation software, offering unique 
process solutions used by over 300 clients in more than 192 countries. Some of the largest 
companies in the Fortune 100, as well as global foundations and government agencies, 
choose SmartSimple to enrich their impact story and create greater efficiencies in their 
granting processes.

About SmartSimple Discover
Optimize how you track, manage and report on research awards with SmartSimple's Discover 
for research funding agencies around the world. 

In a single online solution, our research management solution gives complete visibility over 
the entire granting process. From the initial call for proposals to reporting on final outcomes, 
Discover helps funders stay on top of everything from correspondence and documentation, to 
monitoring budgets and payments - eliminating hours of paper shuffling and administration.

With the information you need at your fingertips, our solutions make it easy to move 
applications through the award cycle. Everything can be updated and stored online, and 
submitted materials can be shared with anyone in the assessment process – making 
scattered emails and time-consuming downloads a thing of the past.

SmartSimple
interacts with over 
215,000 unique 
users a month 
from over 300 
organizations
in more than 192 
countries.

Discover more.
Contact us to request a demo that’s tailored to your granting needs.

 866.239.0991   sales@smartsimple.com      smartsimple.com

Our commitment to making processes work
better and freeing our clients to do more good
goes beyond the technologies we create
– it’s at the very heart of our business.

Michael Reid
Co-Founder, Chief Operating Officer
SmartSimple
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Proven solutions that automate your
organization’s processes.
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